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INTRODUCTION 
The Discrete Network Simulation (DNS) system is based on simulation and analysis 
techniques developed for the Atlas Weapon System under government and corporate 
sponsorship. The total technique as applied to the Atlas Weapon System was called 
FASTI, Fast Access to System Technical Information. This study uses the Discrete 
Network Simulation portion with a modified version of the documentation and retrieval 
process. Digital computer programs are used to siiiiulate discrete networks in less 
than real time. These programs n e r e  developed by GD/A and then incorporated into 
the FASTI system. 
The prime purpose of Discrete Network Simulation methodology is to provide 
a set of analytical tools capable of conducting thorough, accurate and rapid analysis 
of complex systems. The methodology consists basically of: 
0 
A 
A 
system network 
set of computer 
model. 
programs which will operate and activate the model. 
These programs provide a realistic analysis and prediction of systein perfor- 
mance before or after the hardware system is constructed. It is another form of 
testing; the results are as valid as those obtained by the more common hardware test 
procedures. 
The Discrete Network Simulator (DNS) chronologically simulates events occur- 
ring due to the interactions among elements in a system network. Each 
Boolean change of state, is the result of a logical cause and effect relationship among 
elements in the system. The system modeled for the simulation may be a switching 
circuit, man/machine interaction, or any network where the component or subcom- 
ponent interrelations may be defined logically. 
a 
Convair is conducting a study under NASA Contract NAS8-20016, which applies 
the Discrete Network Simulation techniques to the Saturn S1C Engine Cutoff System 
networks. This report summarizes the results of Phase I and consists of three (3) 
volumes . 
. 
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Volume One describes the methodology for constructing a DNS model. 
Volume Two describes the DNS computer programs to the It 
is the " U s e r s  Reference Manual" for DNS. 
Volume Three summarizes the study of the S1C Engine Cutoff System. The 
DNS Model and examples of the system simulation are described. 
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VOLUME THREE 
INTRODUCTION 
In Volume I of this report the methodology and guidelines for building a Discrete 
Network Simulation (DNS) model are described. 
Volume II of this report is the Users  Reference Manual for the Computer 
programs that simulate in terms of real time a discrete system described by the 
logic model. These two techniques were applied to a group of Saturn 1-C Stage and 
GSE networks to develop a model of the Engine Cutoff System. 
Volume IU defines the model and demonstrates how this model with the 
programs simulate the hardware system. The output from the DNS programs can be 
varied to suit the application. Examples of the different output modes are explained. 
The initial production models of a new stage are subject to a series of 
engineering changes prior to the first operational vehicle. The value of an analytical 
tool, such as DNS, is dependent upon how conveniently and economically the model can 
reflect the latest hardware configuration. An engineering change was incorporated in 
the DNS model after it had been completed and several simulation runs conducted. 
The results of this engineering change incorporation is summarized. 
One application for the DNS model is to analyze how the failure of critical 
components would affect the system operation. To demonstrate this application, the 
DNS model was run after programming into it failures of selected components at 
specified times in the normal operation. The results of these simulations are con- 
densed and summarized in this report. 
The DNS programs, combined with a logic model of the hardware system, 
provide an analytical tool that can be applied to many different specific applications. 
This report gives examples of some of the possible applications of Discrete Network 
Simulation. 
viii 
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l/DISCRETE NETWORK SIMULATION 
1.1 SYSTEM MODEL 
Authorization to sfart work on this contract was received by Convair on 6 April 1965. 
Concurrent with go-ahead, the Vehicles Systems Checkout Division reviewed their 
schedules and recommended that the analytical portion of this contract be applied to 
the S1C Electrical Networks rather than the SIA Instrument Unit, as originally 
planned. A preliminary analysis of five recommended electrical network sub-systems 
was made to determine which combination of systems would allow an analysis to be 
made that would be comparable to the task originally proposed. As a result of the 
analysis, it was agreed that Discrete Network Simulation would be applied to the S1C 
Engine C&f€ System. The Engine Cutoff System and related ESE was sufficiently 
complex to demonstrate the capability of the technique and was not too large for the 
time allotted, although larger than the model originally proposed. 
~ 
a 
The SIC Engine Cutoff System consists of many inter-related branch circuits. 
Each branch circuit consists of several components connected in series interdispersed 
with other parallel circuits. The objective of writing the logic equations is to subse- 
quantly allow the computer programs to simulate the real time action of these com- 
ponents acting as a system and then to inject into this simulation component malfunc- 
tions and observe their effect upon the system. 
Table 3-1 lists the schematics that were used to  write the equations for the 
DNS model. In some cases only parts of the networks on a given sheet were included. 
When a l l  the equations had been written, over 2,500 variables had been defined that 
included over 1,100 components, signal sources, or monitoring points. The total 
distribution of the type of equipment included in the model is shown in Table 3-II. 
3 -1 
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TABLE 3-IA 
SlC NETWORKS IN DNS MODEL 
DRAWING 60855701 
S1C STAGE ELECTRICAL SCHEMATICS 
Sheet 
12 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
Batteries and Changeover Regulation 
Lox Interconnect System 
Engine No.  1 Ignition System 
Engine No. 2 Ignition System 
Engine No.  3 Ignition System 
Engine No.  4 Ignition System 
Engine No.  5 Ignition System 
Inboard Engine Cutoff System 
Outboard Engine Cutoff System 
Outboard Engine Cutoff System 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 1 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 2 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 3 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 4 
Cutoff Circuitry Engine No. 5 
Lox Prevalves 
Fuel Prevalves 
Fuel Prevalve Position Indication 
Lox Prevalve Position Indication 
Stage Sequencing Switch Selector 
Stage Sequencing Switch Selector 
3-2 
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TABLE 3-1B 
DRAWING 65B32000 
ADVANCED ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL SCHEMATICS 
Sheet 
178 
287 
2 92 
445 
449B 
524A 
568 
568A 
569 
569A 
570 
570A 
572 
574 
575 
577 
6 05 
609 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
61 8A 
619 
61 9A 
62 0 
621 
622 
624 
624A 
6431) 
643F 
Terminal Countdown Sequencer Unit 384 
GSE Stage DC Power Supply No. 1 
GSE Stage DC Fower Supply No. 2 
Upper Stage Electrical Networks Substitute 
Switch Selector Control 
Michoud Only 
All Prevalves Control & Monitor 
All Prevalves Control & Monitor 
All Prevalves Control & Monitor 
All Prevalves Control & Monitor 
All Prevalves Control & Monitor 
All Prevalves Control & Monitor 
Lox Interconnect Valves 
Lox Interconnect Valves 
Main Lox Valves 
Main Fuel Valves 
Fuel Re-pressurization 
Ignition Circuitry 
Ignition Circuitry 
Rough Combustion 
Engine Malfunction 
Engine Malfunction 
Engine Malfunction 
Engine Malfunction 
Thrust OK 
Thrust OK 
Thrust OK 
Engine Cutoff Circuits 
Engine Cutoff Circuit Simulated Static Firing 
Engine Cutoff Circuits 
Launch Commit, Simulated Static Firing 
Launch Commit, Simulated Flight 
Engine Cutoff Circuits Simulated Flight 
3-3 
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TABLE 3-II 
DISTRIBUTION OF VARIABLES IN DNS MODEL OF 
S1C ENGINE CUTOFF SYSTEM 
Quantity Variable 
Relay Contact 
Relay Coils 
Diodes 
Miscellaneous 
Lights 
Switches 
Discrete Inputs 
Timers 
Power Buses 
Discrete Output 
Solenoids 
Signal sources 
Nodes 
Legs 
Dummies 
2 62 
169 
162 
12 8 
70 
59 
55 
30 
24 
23 
21 
w 03 
246 
776 
3 83 
1,405 
TOTAL 2,508 
3-4 
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1.2 COMPONENT ACTIVATION TIME 
In addition to writing logic equations for the network to be simulated, the activation 
time for the active variable in the system must be specified. The simulation pro- 
gram requires both activation (pickup) and de-activation (dropout) to be specified. 
Since these are not absolute but represent the average of many identical components, 
the program allows a range of times to be specified. These are referred to as mini- 
mum, average, and maximum. Thus, there a re  six times supplied for each variable. 
The set to be used with a single simulation must be listed with the input data. 
The timing information for the relays was supplied by MSFC. These 
times were obtained from the manufacturer's specifications. The activation times 
for the propulsion system valve were obtained from the system operating description. 
The information for the timers was detailed on the schematics. It should be noted 
that many variables in the equation such as connector, nodes, and legs are given 
zero times to signify instantaneous reaction. The significant time parameters used 
in the model are listed in Table 3-III. 
3-5 
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1.3 DNS DOWN TRANSLATION AND CULLING PROGRAM 
This program has been developed by Convair to increase the capability and flexibility 
of the DNS Program in two ways. In the first DNS Computer Programs, each variable 
or  component in the equation had to be described with a coded symbol made up of less 
than six characters. In many cases this required a secondary coding of each com- 
ponent in a more condensed form than would normally appear on a schematic diagram. 
This made the verification and check-out of the simulation more difficult. The new 
program allows each variable to be described as i t  appears on the schematic, using as 
many as 24 characters. The Down Translation and Culling Program (DT&C) assigns 
to each variable an arbitrary three-letter code. This three-letter symbol i s  subse- 
quently used in the remaining DNS Programs. including the simulation. 
1.3.1 When the logic equations are written the first time: every identifiable element 
in the circuit is included in the ecluation. Many of these elements, such as connectors 
and terminals, are inactive i n  the sense that during the normal operation of the system 
they do not change state at any time. It is desirable to include these inactive variables 
in the equations for the sake of completeness and to include the ability to investigate 
the effect of their failure during subsequent analysis. The culling portion of this 
program strips the logic equations of those elements which have been defined as 
"Inactive. 
Eliminating these variables reduces the computer running time for the simulation 
program. 
This classification is included with the timing information for each element. 
Figure 3-1 shows a page of the DT&C printout of the logic model of the Engine 
Cutoff System. This printout is a direct copy of the information key punched during 
the model preparation phase, which indicates the time parameters for the variables 
in the  model. The only additional information present on this printout is the arbitrary 
assignment of the three-letter variable code names to each of the engineering designa- 
tions for the variables. The format for this printout is the same as that for the punch 
cards and is explained in Volume I. 
1.3.2 The second printout from the DT&C Program is shown in Figure 3-2. One 
asterisk indicates the original equation as it was punched on the card. The variable 
name takes up to the first 24 spaces on the card. Following the equal sign is the 
remainder of the logic describing that variable. If this equation cannot be described 
on one card, additional cards are used. There is no limit to the number of cards 
that can be used. On the right side of the page is the sheet number of the schematic 
from which this equation was written and an arbitrary number that indicates that this 
i s  the llX" equation that was written from that sheet by the analyst. The column at the 
extreme right indicates the card number in the equation. 
a 
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The line with two asterisks is the culled ebation. In the culled equation, as 
previously defined, all variables that were classified as Inactive on the time-card are 
removed from the equation. The third line containing three asterisks designates the 
translated equation. The M'&C Program has taken the culled equation and replaced 
the engineering designation by the three-letter variable. It is possible to have a line 
containing four asterisks. This is an "error flagt' if an equation has a variable name 
included for which there is no time-card, and consequently, no code name assigned. 
The printout cannot be completed and the four-asterisk flag is printed. 
1.3.3 Appendix A is the DT&C printout of the completed model of the S1C Engine 
Cutoff System. This model contains approximately 2,510 variables. This printout is 
not the primary output of the DT&C Program. The activation time information, the 
equations, and a dictionary of the engineering names versus code names is placed on 
the output tape. This tape is the data output from the DT&C Program and provides 
the input data to the DNS Preprocessor, which is the next phase in the DNS Program. 
1.4 DNS PREPROCESSOR PROGRAM 
The Preprocessor Program utilizes the output of the Down Translation and Culling 
Program to create a binary tape, which is the input to the Simulation Program. The 
tape represents the source data describing the model in the format required by the 
Simulation Program. It also produces a listing of the logic equations and timing in- 
formation that may be checked against the original schematic diagrams. Self-checking 
diagnostic features are built into the program to insure that every variable in the 
right hand side of any equation also appears on the left hand side of an equation and is 
thus defined. It also checks that activation time information has been supplied for 
each variable. These error  flags are included in the printout of this program. 
Detailed information about the Preprocessor Program is contained in the User  Refer- 
ence Manual, Volume II of this report. 
Figure 3.3 is a composite sample of the three types of printout produced by 
the Preprocessor Program. These printouts are mainly for reference use during 
the model building process and have no direct analytical value. The primary output of 
the Preprocessor Program is the binary tape which is the input to the Simulator 
Program. The first portion of the Fkeprocessor printout is identical to the component 
time-cards in the DT&C Program with the exception that the engineering names have 
been deleted. The second printout lists the logic equations that make up the system 
model using only the compuker coded symbols and the reference information. For 
future use with the Simulator Program, the Preprocessor tape and printout also con- 
tains the reference dictionary of computer code names versus engineering names for 
each variable listed in the DT&C . Appendix B is the printout of the Preprocessor 
Program for the total model of the Engine Cutoff System. 
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1.5 DISCRETE NETWORK SIMULATION PROGRAM 
The input to this program is the binary tape produced by the DNS Preprocessor 
Program and a.set of control cards used to establish initial condition of selected 
variables in the system. See Volume 11, Users Reference Manual, for an explanation 
and proper use of the control cards for the Simulation Program. Figure 3-4 is a 
typical first page of the printout from the Simulation Program. The Simulation Pro- 
gram will be described in reference to Figure 3-4. For convenience of interpreta- 
tion, the function of the more common control cards used with the Simulation Pro- 
gram will be repeated from Volume II. 
1.5.1 BINARY OUTPUT. The Simulation Program has two different modes of operation. 
The Preprocessor tape and the internal Simulator Program operates on all data in 
binary format. The output data must be converted back to binary coded decimal 
format for printout. On the IBM 7094 computer all output data is placed on magnetic 
tape and printed offline on the IBM 1401. In the simulation process using the basic 
mode of operation, the simulation analysis is performed and the results are trans- 
lated from the computer code to engineering names. This data is then translated into 
Binary Code Decimal (BCD) and recorded on tape for subsequent printing. This mode 
of operation requires the maximum amount of computer memory for a given size 
model. If the binary output control card is included with the input data, then the 
simulation run, and all the data associated with it, is recorded on a tape in binary 
format. At the end of the simulation process this tape is rewound, played back into 
the computer, and the binary data is translated to engineering terms converted to 
BCD and recorded on the output tape. 
1.5.2 LOGICAL MODE. The Logical Mode card establishes the program in the 
proper configuration to perform the simulation. Immediately to the right of the 
logical mode are two numbers, 1102f1 and "05." These numbers specify which of the 
six possible activation times listed in  the preprocessor will be used for this simula- 
tion. The r c O l l t  to 1103t1 refers to the pickup times and the T10417 to rt06t1 refers to the 
dropout. As  it explains in Volume II, the words, "dictionary binary, It on the same 
line, cause the dictionary for the translation of the data to be transferred to the 
binary tape so tlie information will be available when required. 
1.5.3 SETUP PRINT. The Setup Print  control card allows the status of all variables 
in the model to be printed at the end of the simulation process. Other control cards, 
"Variable Print" or the "No Variable Print" cards, are used to restrict the number of 
variables that are printed at the end of the. simulation run. 
1.5.4 TRANSLATION MODE. The Translation Mode control card causes the printout 
from the simulation process to be printed out, using the engineering nomenclature. 
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If the "Translation Mode1' were not used, the results of the simulation would be 
printed out in terms of the computer assigned three-letter code names. 
1.5.5 MODEL SIMULATION. In order to understand the printout from the simula- 
tion, it is necessary to have a basic understanding of this program in terms of the 
model. This explanation is not directly related to the internal operation of the pro- 
gram, itself. The program first establishes an initial condition for the state of the 
variables in the model. On the basis of this state, it examines all equations in the 
model and the logic predicts what variables will change state. Since this simulation 
is to represent real time, after the prediction has been made the program looks up 
the activation times for the variables changing state, imposes that time delay on the 
program, and then allows the predicted changes to take place. This process is 
directly related to the printout, Figure 3-4. 
status of this variable is being set by an external command generated by the use of 
a data card. The code word, "Enter,'1 on Figure 3-4, is the symbol to indicate a 
change of state that is being generated by the logic of the equations combined with 
the computer program. On this figure there are several variables listed on the left 
side which have no code word. The absence of the code word indicates that these are 
not activities but are predictions of activities as a result of activity described immed- 
iately above. 
rlInputl' is the indication that the 
This simulation represents real time. The time of the simulation is printed 
in the columns on the right hand side of the sheet. The heading on the columns 
indicate that the time can be described in days, hours, minutes, or  seconds. The 
seconds can be resolved down to the nearest millisecond. The time printed for each 
activity line represents the actual time. The time listed for the predicted event is 
the time that the event should occur based upon the time required for that component 
to activate. 
a 
In the center of the page there is the column headed, "Number of Events." 
This is a bookkeeping function for the Simulator Program and lists the contents of a 
register which indicate the number of predicted events that have to be satisfied on the 
basis of either the inputs or actions that have already taken place. At the end of a 
simulation activity this column will be reduced to zero. 
1.5.6 STATE LIST. Figure 3-5 is a representative state list, the final printout from 
the Simulation Program. If a TIListT' control card is included as the last card in the 
input deck, the program will summarize the results of the simulation by printing a 
list giving the state (0  or  1) of all the variables in the model. If the second control 
card "List 1" is included, only those variables that have a trll' state are listed. This 
is the example shown in Figure 3-5. 
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Additional state lists may be created during the simulation process by the use 
of control cards at the beginning of the run. The control card WstTT at (time) w i l l  
cause a state list as described above to be printed for each time listed. 
The use of a control card,  Wycle List," will came a state list to be printed 
for every time period o r  change of state that occurs during the total simulation pro- 
s-. 
1.6 DNS PREPROCESSOR EDITOR PROGRAM 
The Preprocessor Editor Program reads the binary model tape output from the DNS 
Preprocessor Program, and prints out specified reference tables according to the 
control cards used. The reference tables describe the variable interdependencies in 
a DNS model. A choice of three program printouts is available. 
1.6.1 The Index control card produces an alphabetical list of all coded vaxiables, the 
corresponding internal code numbers, and whether a variable is an initiator (is defined 
only in the right hand side of the equation), or a terminal (is defined on both sides of 
the equal sign in the equation). This list is followed by a Variable  Reference" table 
in which each variable name is printed out, followed by a list of functions in which it 
occurs. 
1.6.2 The Index Full control card creates two additional tables which printout between 
the two above. They are the lVariable-TerminalT1 table and the qTerminal-Variablell 
table. The Terminal-Variable table lists the terminals on the left hand side of the 
page and then follows each terminal with a list of variables that are directly or 
indirectly affected by the subject terminal. The Variable-Terminal list prints the 
variable on the left hand side of the page followed by a listing of the terminals 
on which that variable will  have effect. 
1.6.3 The Index Logic control card prints only the Variable- Terminal and Terminal- 
Variable tables. Figure 3-6 is a sample of the "Variable Reference Table. ) *  
Appendix C is the complete "Index Logic Preprocessor Editor output for the complete 
model. 
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Z/SNULATION OF ENGINE CUTOFF SYSTEM 
2.1 ENGINES RUNNING 
In the previous section we have described the programs that are used to accomplish 
a system simulation. We have described the methodology used to write the logic 
equations in Volume I and have shown in Appendix B the complete logical model of the 
Engine Cutoff System. The logic equations that describe the system are written to 
indicate the de-energized state. The DNS model represents a static system and 
additional inputs are required to cause the DNS model to become a dynamic system. 
In order to simulate the Engine Cutoff System, we must first cause the model to 
represent the networks in the lTAll Engine Running Condition." Based upon an analy- 
sis of the networks and the interface where the model was terminated, a list of inputs 
wa8 defined (Table 3-IV) that activate the logic model and cause this model to repre- 
sent the Engines Running Condition. e 
The inputs and activation times listed in Table 3-IV are put into the model, 
the simulation is activated and the networks go to the Engines Running Condition. The 
model starts with a l l  variables in a trzero" or "off" condition. As a result of the 
initial input of 30 variables, the model then goes to a state where there are 305 vari- 
ables in the "on" or l t l~f  state, as summarized in Table 3-V. 
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ABB 
ABC 
AAE 
BSU 
BTE 
ABM 
cxc 
C X D  
CXE 
CXF 
CXG 
BYX 
BYY 
BYZ 
BZF 
BZH 
BZI 
BZJ 
BZK 
BZN 
BZO 
BZP 
AAD 
AAC 
AAG 
ABA 
BYX 
BYY 
BYZ 
ABA 
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TABLE 3-IV 
INPUTS INTO STATIC MODEL 
CE ALL ENGINES RUNNING CONDITION 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= l A T O .  
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 A T  0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
=.1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 0. 
= 1 AT 10. 
= 1 AT 30. 
= 1 AT 50. 
= 1 AT 20. 
= 0 AT 3000. 
= 0 AT 3000. 
= 0 AT 3000. 
= 0 AT 3000. 
LAUNCH PRES OK 
LOXFUELLOADED 
COMPUTER ENABLE 
BUSlDCOM 
BUS 1D 119 
PWRTRANSWl15AlS 1 
LOXENGCTJ"OFFSW115A46NOl 
LOXENGCUTOFFSWl15A47NO2 
LOXENGCUTOFFSW 115A48N03 
LOXENGCUTOFFSW 115A49N04 
LOXENGCUTOFFS'LV115A5 ON05 
COIL5A7K470J14PPSJ 
COIL5A7K47 1J14PPSS 
COIL5A7K472J14PPSZ 
COIL5A7K511J19AB 
C OIL5A 7 K5 155 1 9P PS J 
COIL5A7K5 16J19PPSS 
COIL5A7K5 1 7 J19PPSZ 
COIL5A 7K5 18 J 1 SPPGG 
COIL5A7K524J4PPSS 
COIL5A7K525J4PPSZ 
COIL5A7K526J4PPGG 
BATT 115A2 ON02 
BATT 115AlON01 
DC PWR ON COMMAND 
IGNITION SIGNAL 
COIL5A7K47 OJ 14PPS J 
COIL5A7K47 lJ14PPSS 
COIL5A7K4 7 2 J 14PPS Z 
IGNITION SIGNAL 
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TABLE 3-V 
SUMMARY OF ALL ENGINE RUNNING CONDITION, 1 STATE LIST 
Nodes 
Legs 
Buses 
Coi ls  
Contacts 
Discrete In 
V a1 ve s 
Lights 
Switches 
Misc .  
42 
45 
24 
24 
‘1 2 
1 7  
35 
19 
25 
32 
Total 305 
A list of the actual components that are activated in the Engines Running Con- 
dition is shown in  Table 3-VI. Appendix D is the computer printout of the simulation 
that establishes all engines running. 
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2.2 ENGINE CUTOFF 
After establishing the engines running, the activities listed in Table 3-VII were put 
in the simulation process representing a possible Engine Cutoff Mode. In this case 
it was the signal for 'lThrust OK Pressure Switch. 
TABLE 3-VII 
INPUTS TO ALL ENGWE RUNNING STATE FOR 
THRUST NOT OK ENGINE CUTOFF 
*BEGIN. ENG. NO 1 THRUST NOT OK 
CZX = Oat 5000. THRUST OK PRESSW101N02 
ACR = 1 at 5000. COUNTDOWN SEQUENCE TIME PLUS 5 SECS. 
CZY = Oat 6000. THRUST OK PRESSW101N03 
ABY = 1 at 20000. SWITCH SELECTOR CHANNEL 3 OUTPUT 
AB0 = 1 at 50000. COUNTDOWN SEQUENCE RESET 
At the end of this sequence a new state list was printed, as shown in Table 3-M. 
This is summarized in Table 3-VIII. Starting with the model "Off ,(' or  in the rcO1l state, 
30 inputs turned on 305 variables. Five additional inputs simulated engine cutoff and 
turned on an additional 580 variables, while turning off the majority of the variables on 
when the engines are running. Appendix E is the computer printout of the Engine Cutoff 
Simulation. 
There are several conditions which will cause engine cutoff. The I'ollowing 
additional runs were made, with the inputs as listed in each case, and the system in the 
All Engines Running Condition prior to the start of each case. 
1. Engine Cutoff by Fuel Bilevel Cutoff Sensor: 
Inputs -- Switch Selector Channel 9 Output 
Fuel Bilevel Sensor 115A76 
2. Engine Cutoff from Thrwt Not OK Pressure Switch: 
Inputs -- Thrust OK Pressure Switch 102N01 
Thrust OK Pressure Switch 102N2 
Switch Selector Channel 3 Output 
3. Engine Cutoff from Lox Pressure Switches: 
Inputs -- Lox Engine Cutoff Switch 115A48 No. 2 
Lox Engine Cutoff Switch 115A49 No. 4 
3-22 
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Lox Engine Cutoff Switch 115A50 No. 5 
Switch Selector Channel 8 Output 
Switch Selector Channel 9 Output 
4. Engine Cutoff from Lox Level Sensors 
Inputs -- Lox Level Sensor No. 1 113A1 
Lox Level Sensor No. 2 118A2 
Switch Selector Channel 9 Output 
5.  Engine 3 Cutoff from Rough Combustion Y and Z Axis 
Inputs -- Engine 3 Rough Combustion Y Axis 
Engine 3 Rough Combustion Z Axis 
TABLE 3-VIII 
A SUMMARY OF ALL ENGINE CITTOFF 
CONDITION, "1" STATE LIST 
Nodes 
Legs 
Buses 
coils 
Contacts 
Discretes In 
Lights 
Switches 
Solenoids 
Timers 
Misc. 
112 
133 
24 
68 
1 10 
24 
32 
8 
15 
12 
42 
Total 580 
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2.3 INCORPORATING ENGINEERING CHANGES 
2.3.1 Discrete Network Simulation of a hardware system is an analytical tool which 
has many applications. The logic model represents the actual hardware system. 
In a research.and development program, the hardware is subject to a series of 
engineering changes based upon analysis and testing of the original design. If simula- 
tion is to be used effectively it must represent the latest hardware configuration. The 
value of DNS as an analytical tool is related to the ability to incorporate changes into 
the DNS model rapidly, accurately, and economically. The methods used to build the 
DNS model were designed to allow for subsequent incorporation of changes into the 
model. To incorporate a change in the DNS model, the following steps are required: 
1. Analyze the old and new schematics to define where the change affects the 
existing model and how this interface can be defined. 
2. W r i t e  the 1ogic.equations for the new networks required by the change. 
3 .  Prepare time-cards for all new variables introduced by the change. 
4. Insert the new equations and time-cards into the card deck that represents 
the logic model and remove the cards for all variables no longer 
present in the network. 
5 .  Prepare a new DT&C tape from the card deck. The new DT&C tape is then 
run with the DNS Preprocessor Program and the output tape from this pro- 
gram represents the new model ready for use with the Simulation Program. 
2.3.2 To demonstrate this capability, a change was defined by the Quality and Relia- 
bility Assurance Laboratory for incorporation into the existing model of the S1C En- 
gine Cutoff System. 
1. Sheet 37 of Drawing 60B55701, Revision A ,  gave a new circuit for the 
Engine No. 1, Thrust OK Pressure Switches. In the ESE , Schematics 616, 
617, 618, 619, 619A, 619B and 620 were affected. 
-2. At 1:00 p.m. on a Wednesday, the analysis and preparation of the new 
equations commenced. This effort continued until noon, Friday. This in- 
cludes writing equations , keypunching, (equations and time-cards) and 
checking. All keypunching was iiccomplished by the analyst. 
3. Table 3-X summarized the results. 
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TABLE 3-X 
NEW EQUATIONS WRITTEN 
Nodes 20 
Legs 51 
Relay Coils 7 
Relay Contacts 13 
Lights 4 
DIts 3 
Total 98 
Total Cards 
Keypunched 347 
4. Beginning at noon, Friday, the new cards were listed for reference and 
then inserted into the card deck representing the Engine Cutoff System. 
The cards for the equations describing the old circuit were removed. 
5. The new deck (set of equations) was run with the DNS Down Translation 
and Culling (DT&C) program Friday afternoon. The output tape from the 
DT&C program was run with the DNS Preprocessor Program Friday 
evening. The output tape from the Preprocessor contains the new DNS 
model with the changes incorporated. 
6. This total effort required two and one-quarter (2.25) men from noon, 
Wednesday, until Friday evening, or  20 working hours. The task could 
have been accomplished in  one and one-half (1.5) days if trained keypunch 
support had been used. 
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3/COMPONENT MALFUNCTION SIMULATION 
The insertion of component failures into the simulation was one of the first applications 
for DNS. The comparison of the normal with the failure provides the data for fault 
isolation. To demonstrate the insertion of malfunctions into the DNS model, the 
following runs were made. 
With the complete model of the Engine Cutoff System, the inputs listed were 
used la establish the model in the "Power On" condition. 
AAE = 1 a t 2 0  Computer Enable 
BSU = 1 at 30 
BTE = 1 at 40 
AAC = 1 at 90 BATT 115A10No. 1 
AAD = 1 at 100 BATT 115A20No. 2 
AAG = 1 at 120 
Bus lDCOM 
Bus 1D 119 
DC Power On Command 
The complete state list for Power On is shown in Appendix F. 
The normal operation of the system when Discrete Out 436, Start Engine No. 1 
Control Valve, is energized, was selected as the configuration of the system against 
which component failure results would be compared. When Discrete Out (DO 436) was 
input into the simulation run, a new state ?'l?' list was made, as shown in Appendix F 
and as summarized in Table 3-XI. 
For the simulation from which the following state lists were  made, the variable 
print option was used. This option allows only those variables that are desired to be 
shown in the printout. In these lists only Lights, DI's, Do's, and a few other selected 
variables were allowed to print. These include all the monitoring points that are 
available in this  par^ of the system. Table 3-XII is a condensed f?17f state list for the 
Power On configuration and it can be noted that there are 11 DI's and 14 Lights on this 
list. 
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TABLE 3-XI 
SUMMARY OF POWER ON, "1" STATE LIST 
Power On Configuration 
57 
7 4  
23 
39 
13 
0 
14 
0 
24  
29 . 
TOTAL 273 
DO 436 Energized 
58 
75 
23 
26 
42 
14  
4 
15 
4 
25 
286 
3 .1  DIODE SHORTED 
With the model in the Power On configuration, a diode, 115A3A4CR44S, w a s  
shorted to see the effect this would have on Engine Cutoff Network in a static 
checkout condition. The condensed state list for this condition is shown in 
Table 3-XIII. 
number of DI's increased from 11 to 26. From this it can be seen that this 
diode is a critical item i n  the network. 
The number of Lights On increased from 14 to 38 and the 
3 .2  RELAY CONTACT FAILURE 
The condensed state list for the simulation of DO 436 is the basis of com- 
parison for failure effects. The run was repeated, setting the contacts of a 
related coil, CONT5A7K440J32SQSR, to zero, a simulated failure. Table 3-XIV 
gives the condensed state list for the two runs. It can be seen that there is a 
definite difference in the two lists due to the failure of the contact. 
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TABLE 3-XI1 
CONDENSED STATE LIST FOR POWER ON 
-C 0 I 15 A 7 K 4 4 0  J 32 P P  5 J- 
C0NTS A 7  K440J3 2SMSN 
-C 0 N T 5 A 7 K%4 3-LSW-K 
3 2 7 0 1 9 7  
32701244 
3 2 7 0 1 2 6 6  
- 3 2 7 0 1 3 0 7  
3 2 7 D I  308 
- 3 2 7 0 1 3 3 7  
3 2 7 D 1 3 3 9  
3 2 7 0 1 4 2 3  
32 7 0 1  42  5 
- 32 7 D I  4 27 
3 2 7 0 1  1200 
-32 7.D 1 1  2-1 2 
32 701 1222 
LI T E 3 0 8 A l D S 1 4 G  
LI T E 3 0 8 A l D S 3 5 G  
- L -_ I T €30-8 A 1 DS 3-66 
L I  TE388A5DS7W 
- L 1-T E3 8 8 A 5 OS 14W 
L I T E 3 8 8 A 6 D S l O W  
L I  TE403A12DS63W 
L I  TE400A12DS79W 
- LI-T-E 4 0 1 W  O-A-l-2-D-S8 
L I T E 4 0 0 A 1 2 0 S 8 3 W  
- 4 I-T' E40 0 A 12 O-!L15 W 
LI TE400A12DS117W 
L I T E 4 0 0 A 1 2 D S 1 1 9 W  
L I T E 4 0 0 A 1 2 D S 1 2 1 W  
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TABLE 3-XIII 
LONDENSED "1" STATE LIST WITH POWER ON 
AND DIODE 115A3A4CR44 SHORTED 
- C0 IL5A7K440J_32PPSJ- 
CBNT5A7K440J32SMSN 
- C 0 N T5 A 7 K 4-40 J 3 2 S QS R 
DI O D E 1  1 5 A 3 A 4 C R 4 4 S  
327D164 
3270173 
- 3270175 
3270177 
- 3 2 7 0.1 7-9 
3270181 
3270187 
3270188 
- 32-701-90 
3270197 
- 3 2 7 D-1-26 4 
32701266 
32701 307 
32701308 
- 3 23-D-I 3-3 7 
32701339 
- 3 2-7 D-1&2-3 
327D1425 
32701427 
327DI1200 
- 3 2-7 D I 1.2-L2 
327011217 
- 3 27 D 1-1 2-1-8 
327DI 1219 
327DI 1220 
32701 1221 
327011222 
LITE308AlDSlGG 
-- LITE308AlDS35G 
LITE308AlDS36G 
__- L IT _E3-03 A 1 0 S 8 8 R 
-- --- 
LITE308AlDS89R 
t I-T E 3 0 8 A 1 059 OR 
LI TE308AlDS91R 
LITE308AlDS92R 
LITE308AlDS97R 
LITE388A5DSbG 
LITE38BA58S7W 
- LI-TE388ASDS9G 
LITE388A5DSllG 
t 1 T E 3 8 8A 5 D-Sl-3G 
LITE388ASUS14W 
LITE388A5DSl5G 
LITE388AbDSlOU 
- LI T E 4 0 0 A 1 2 S 6 3 W  
LITE400A12DS79U 
- LITE400A12DS81W 
LITE400A12DS83W 
- LITE403A120Sll5W- 
LITE400A12DS117W 
LI TE400A12DSl L 9 W  
LIlE400Al2DS121W 
LITE400A12DS135R 
LITE400A12DS154R 
LI TE400A120SL7GR 
LITE400A12DSf71R 
- LITE400Al2DS185R 
LI TE400AlZDS201R 
-L I.TE-4O-O-AJ 2.D S-20 2 R 
LITE400A12DS216R 
LITE400 A170S24 7 R  
LITE40UA12DS263R 
- L IT14 00 A 12 D S 2 6 4R 
SBLENGlCBNTVLVSTBP 
-
- - - --
- LITE4COA12DS123R- 
- LITE400AlZDS14CR- 
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TABLE 3-XIV 
AND CONT5A7K440J32SQSR FAILED 
CONDENSED "1" STATE LISTS WITH DO 436 ENERGIZED 
NORMAL 
- CBIL5A7K44uJ32PPSJ 
CEiLSA7K447J31PPGG 
C 01 ;AT 5 A 7 K 440 J 3 2 s QS R 
CgiJT5A7K447 J31 J JKK 
3270197 
.327DI265 
32791247 
- 327D1327 
32701308 
327GI 336 
327DI338 
- 32701423 
327D1425 
32701427 
32 701 444 
32701 1206 
327011212 
- 327D11222- 
32702436 
- LITt308AlOS14G 
LITE308AlDS35G 
LITf306AlDS36G 
tI TE388A5DS7W 
- LI TE388450S14W 
LI TE388A6DSlOW 
-LITf430A12DS63W 
LITii4ilL~A12DS79W 
LI TE4UbA12DS6 1W 
LITE403A12CS83W 
-L 1-T E43 t3A 12DS 1 14G 
LITE400Af20Sll6G 
LITE40GA12DS123G 
LITE4QtJA12DS122G 
MAINFUELVLVlENGl 
_MAINFUELVLVZENGl 
M A 1  NLBXVLVN01ENGl 
_CB!4T5A7K440J32SESN __ 
- L 1.T E4 0 ~ - 4  12 0 S 1 1 8 G 
M A I N L ~ X V L V N D ~ E N G ~  
P 0 S Sw MA I NF LJ E LV LV 1 ENGi-  
S BLEN21C DNTVLV ST ART 
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CONT5A7K440J32SQSR 
FAILED 
CD i L5 A7K44GJ 32?PSJ 
C 2 Ni 5 A7K 440 J 3 2 SM SN 
327CI254 
32701266 
327CI3C7 
-327Cf308 . _ _  
32731337 
32721334, - 
32721423 
7 327DI425 
32701427 
_32713I1200 
3 2 m  1212 
- 327CI 1222 - 
327CD436 
LITE308AlDS14G 
LI Tf308AiDS35G 
LIl-'308fi1DS36G _ . __ 
CITE388A53S7kd 
L I T L 3 8 3 A 6 D S l C k i  
LITE4iI;AlZa579h 
- LITE43vAl2CS81W - _ _  
LITE40CAL23S83W 
- L ITE40C!Al2DS 11 5W 
LITE40iA1213S117W 
L I T E 40 C A 12G S 1 19 W 
LIJE403AlZDS121W 
-327CI97 
L I T E ~ ~ ~ A S C S ~ ~ ~  _ _  __  
L I T E42 12 C S 6 3 ;rj 
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3.3 RELAY COIL FAILURE 
Table 3-XV compares the normal DO 436 state to the results of failing a coil, 
namely, COIL5A7K447531PPGG. As in the previous run, there is a definite 
change due to the coil failure. However, a detailed comparison with Table 3-XIV 
shows that the malfunction results are the same and additional variables would 
have to be compared to differentiate between the two failures. 
3.4 CONNECTOR PIN FAILUXE 
Table 3-XVI compares the normal DO 436 state to the results of failing a pin 
in a connector, PIN6AUlOS. This is the same as failing a complete leg of a 
circuit. Analysis will  show that DI 444, Engine No. 1 Solenoid Start, and 
Light 400Al2DS122G, are off. This is a limited but definite failure indication. 
3.5 ENGINE NO. 1 START SOLENOID FAILURE 
The effect of preventing the Start Solenoid, SOLENGlCONTVLVSTART, from 
operating when DO 436 was  input is shown in Table 3-XVII. 
of activities is approximately the same, the indicators activated are different. 
There are eight DI's and six Lights that are different between the two runs. 
Notice, also, that the Main Lox and Fuel Valves did not activate. 
While the number a 
3.6 MAIN FUEL VALVE POSITION SWITCH FAILURE 
Simulation of checkout using DO 436 w a s  repeated, while preventing Main Fuel 
Valve No. 1 Position Switch from activating, (a failure). Comparison of the 
condensed state lists, Table 3-XVII1, indicates that for the normal run, 
DI 336 and Light DS118E are on, while the position switch fai lure  caused these 
two indicators to stay off, and DI 337 and Light DS119W to come on. These 
indicators a re  directly comected to the position switch and illustrate that the 
DNS model does represent the hardware. 
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TABLE 3-XV 
CONDENSED "1" STATE LISTS WITH Do 436 ENERGIZED 
AND COIL5A7K447531PPGG FAILED 
NORMAL 
CUI LSA7K44GJ32PPSJ __ 
CCIL5A7K447J31PPGG 
CB:dTSA7K440 J32SMSN- 
CBNT5A7K440J32SQSR 
C a PJ T 5 A 7 K 447 J 3 1 J J KK 
327DI97 
32701265 
32701 267 
32701307 
327DI336 
32701338 
32701423 
327DI425 
32701427 
32701444 
32701308 
327011200 
327011212 
-32701 1222 
32700436 
_L I T E30 8 A 1 DS 14G 
L I TE308AlDS35G 
L I Tf308A 10s 36G 
LITE388A5DS7W 
-L.I-T-E-3-8 8 A 5 0 S 1-4-H 
LITE388A6DSlOH 
_ _  L I T-€A 0-OlLl-2 QS 6-3 W 
LITf40UA120S79W 
LITE400A12DS81W 
LITE40GA12DS83W 
LITE400A12DS114G 
LITE400A12DS116G 
- LITE406AlZDS118C; 
LITE40GA12DSl2GG 
LITE40CAlZDS122G 
MAINFUELVLVlENGl 
- M AI-NF U E L V LV 2 EN G 1 
MAINLBXVLVNBlENGl 
MAINL3XVLVNB2ENGl_ __ 
PPISSWMAI NFClELVLV lENGl 
S BLENGlCBNTVLVST ART 
cOIL5A7K447 J31PPGG 
FAILED 
CO 1 LSA7K440J32PPS J- 
CL: >4T5 A7k443 J 32SMSN 
C G N T 5  A7K44C'J 32SQSR- 
327DI97 
327CI264 
32701266 
327CI308 
32791337 
327D1339 
32701423 
32701425 
327DI1209 
3270111222 
327DE436 
LITE308AlDS14G 
LITE328AlDS35G___- 
LITE308AiDS36G 
_LITt388A50S7k___- 
LITc388A5DS14W 
LITE383A6DSL3W 
LITE40GAl20S63W 
1 1 T E4 0 0 A 1 2 D 5 7-9 W 
LITE400A12GS81W 
- 1 _ _ _  1 T€403-A 1-2 D 5 8 3W 
LITE403Al2DSllSW 
LITE40CA12DS117W 
LITE400A12DS119W 
LITE400A120S121W 
-327DI 307 - ._ __  
327DI427 - _ -  
-327DI1212 . __ 
- 
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TABLE 3-XVI 
CONDENSED "1" STATE LISTS WITH DO 436 ENERGIZED 
AND PINGAUlOS FAILED 
NORMAL 
C I d I  L5A7K44GJ32ePSJ- 
Ce I LSA7K447 J31PPGG 
CBriT5A7K440J32SMSN . - 
CBNT5A7K440J32SQSR - 
C IZ1TJTS A7K447J3 1 J J K K  
327I3197 
327DI 265 _ _  __ - 
327G1267 
32701307 
327 i j I308 
327131336 
32701338 
327@1423 
32 791 425 
3 2 7 0 I 427- 
32701444 
32701120G 
327011212 
-32701 122-2 
3275L3436 
.LITE308AlDS14G 
LITE30tiAlDS35G 
LITf308AlOS36G 
LITE388A5DS7W 
_LITE388A5DS14W 
L I  TE388A6DSlOW 
- LITt400A12DS63W 
LITE40QA120S79W 
L i TE40bA12DS81 W 
LITE400A12CS83W 
- L I T E4 CIOA-12 DS 1 14G 
LITE400A12DSl lbG 
- L 1-T E40 i, A 12 DS 1 1 . G  
LITE400Af2DS120G 
LiTE4OCAL2DS122G 
M A 1  NFUELVLVlfNGl 
MAINfUELVLV2ENGl ~ 
M A  I NL 0 X VLVN 0 1 E N G l  
MA I NLaXVLVNBZENGl 
PPI S SWMA I N f  U€LV LV lENGi 
S2LENGlCffNlVLVSTART 
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PINGAM1 OS 
FAILED 
C2ILSA7K445J32PPSJ- 
CZIL5A7K447J3lPPGG 
C 0 NT 5 A 7 K440 J 3 2 5 MS N 
C5riTSA7K440J32SQSR 
C $1;. T 5  A 7K 447 J 3 1 J J KK 
327DI97 
32791265 . _ ~  - 
327CI267 
327213C7 
32701368 
327CI336 
32701338 
32791423 
3270142s 
327UI 1260 
32701 1212 
32701 1222 
3279321436 . _ _ _  
CITE30€!AlDS14G 
LITt308AlDS3SG 
LITE30EAlDS36G 
LITE388A5US7W 
LITE388A5DS14W 
LIT€388A6DSlOW 
1 I T E4 DG A12DS63 Ld 
L 1 T E43 E j  A 12 OS-79-bi 
LITE450412DS81W 
L I TE4O:rk  f 2DS83W 
- LITE40iA12DS11.6G 
LITC405A12DS118G 
_LITE40bA12DS12CG 
MAINFUELVLVlENGl 
MAIIdFUELVLV2ENGl 
M A 1  NLBXVLVNBlENGl 
- M A 1  NLPIXV_LVf42-2-E-yGl 
P ~ S S ~ M A I N F U E L V L V f E N G l  
S B l E N G l C B N T V L V S T A R T  
- 
-32701427 ~ -__ 
L I T E40 0 A 12 OS 1 14G 
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TABLE 3-XVII 
CONDENSED "1" STATE LISTS WITH DO 436 ENERGIZED 
AND SOLENGlCONTVLVSTART FAILED 
NORMAL 
- CBI L5A7K44CJ32PPSJ- 
- CB!iTSA7K440 J 32SMSN-- 
CGILSA7K447J3lPPGG 
CBNTSA7K440J32SOSR 
C a N T 5  A7 K 447 J 3 1 J J KK 
3270197 
- 327DI265 
32701267 
- 32701307 
32701308 
327DI336 
32701338 
__ 32701423 
32701425 
- 3 2 7 Q 1.4 2? 
32701444 
327011200 
327011212 
- L I T  E 3 0 A  1 OS 14G 
LITE308AlDS35G 
LITE308AlDS36G 
LIJE388A50S7W 
- L I-lE3 8 8 A5D S-1-4 W 
LITE388AbDSlOW 
_ _  L I TE4 00-A-1-2 0-S 6 3 W 
LITE403A12US79W 
LITE400A12DS81W 
LITE40GA12DS83W 
- - _ _ - _ _ ~  LITE400A12DS114G 
LITE400AlZDSllbG 
- LITE40bA12DS118G 
LIJE400A12DS120G 
LITE40CA15DS122G 
MAINFUELVLVlENGl 
- MAINFUELVLV.2.E_N_l 
MAINLBXVLVNBlENGl 
- MAINL.aX_V_LVNBZENGl ~ 
PBSSWMAINFUELVLVlENGl 
SBLENGlCBNTVLVSTART 
SOLENGlCONTVLVSTART 
FAILED 
- C D i 15 A7K44rJ J32PPS J - 
-C 2 :i T 5 A 7  K 446 J 3 2 5 M 5 N __ 
C Z  I L5A7K447J31PPGG 
C S:dT5 A7K44G J32SQSR 
CZYTSA7K447J31 J J K K  
327LI97 
__ 32701264 __________ 
327LI266 
- 327DI 3C7 
3271313G8 
327b1337 
327CI339 
32701425 
- 32701427- 
32701444 
32701 1263 
327011212 
327DE436 
LITE338AlDS35G 
LITE338AlDS36G 
LITf388A5DS7W 
-L I T E3 8 8 a5d5 14-k - 
LfTE388A6DSfOW 
-L I TE43GA12DS_6_3W 
L I T E40G A 12 DS79W 
LITE400AlZDS81W 
LITE43GA12DS83k 
-LI TE4OOA-l-2-DS115W 
LITE400AlZDS117W 
- L I TE4OCA1_2DS-l-l-9W 
LITE40GA12DS121W 
L ITk409A12DS 122G 
-32701 423 __.__ - . 
- 327011222. - __ ~ 
. LfTE3Gf3AlDS14G - 
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TABLE 3-XVIII 
CONDENSED "1" STATE LIST WITH Do 436 ENERGIZED 
AND POSSWMAINFUELVLVlENGl FAILED 
NORMAL POSSWMAINFUELVLVlENGl 
FAILED 
- CBIL5A7K440J32PPSJ..-..- 
- CBiJT5A7U440332SMSN __ 
CO I L5A7K447J31PPGG 
C 0NTSA7K44O J32SQSR 
C0NTSA7K447 531 J J KK 
3270197 
- 32701265 
32701267 
- 327DI 307 
32701308 
327D1336 
32701338 
- 32701423 
327131425 
- 3 2 7.0 152 7 
32 70 I 444 
327011200 
327011212 
3 2 7 D 1-1-2-2  
327D0436 
- LITE30&AlQS-l4G - - _  
LITE308AlDS35G 
LIT€308AlDS36G 
LITE388A50S7W 
- L-I-1 E3 8-8A-5-D S 1-4-W 
L I T E38 8A6DS 1OW 
-L-IJ- E 4  0-0-41-2 0-S-6-3-! 
LITE40UA120S79W 
LITE400A12DS81W 
LITE40GAl2DS83W 
LITE400A12DS114G 
LITE400A12DS116G 
LI~E400A12DS118G 
LITE400Al2DS120G 
LITE400Al20S122G 
MAINFUELVLVlENGl 
M A  I NF-U E-L V-LV 2 E NG 1 
MAINLBXVLVNBlENGl 
- M-A-I NL_B XVL V N 02 E NG 1 
PBSSWMAINFUELVLVlENGl 
S 0 L ENGl C 0NTV LV ST ART 
- CuILSA7K44CJ32PPSJ -- 
- CgNT5A7K440J32SMSN .. 
CLlI L5A7K447J31PPGG 
C2NT5A7K443J32SQSR 
CBydT5A7K447J31J.l KU 
327D197 
327GI265 ___ _ _  . - 
32701267 
_ -  32701307 - 
32701308 
32701337 
32701338 
__ 327DI423. 
32701425 
- 327DI427 
32701444 
327G1130C 
327DI1212 
327D0436 
LITE308AlDS35G 
LI rE308AlDS36G 
LITE388A5DS7W 
- L I T  E388 ASDS 14W 
LITE388AbDSlOW 
- L-IIE 4 PQA 1-2.O-Si3 W 
LITE40GA120S-79W 
LITE403A12DS81W 
LITE400A12DS83W 
- LITE400A12DS114G - __  __- - - 
t LITE40DA12DS116G 
- 1 1 _- TE40 0 ~ A 12-D-S 1 19 W 
LITE406A12DS120G 
L I TE400A12DS 1226 
MA I NFUELVLJlENGl 
MAINFUELVLV2ENGl 
MAINLBXVLVNBlENGl 
MAINLBXVLVN02ENGl 
Sk?LENGlCBNTVLVSTART 
_ _  
- 32 7G 1 1222-- 
- LI T E 3 0 8 A l D S 1 4 L  
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4/’PPUCATIONS FOR DLSCRETE NETWORK SIMULATION 
Once the logic model for a hardware system has been built and verified with the 
Simulation Program as representing the hardware, there are many applications for 
DNS. Inserting components malfunctions into the simulation and comparing outputs 
is one of many. DNS applications should be tailored to the objective of the study 
undertaken. The following examples are possible representative DNS applications for 
the Saturn Program. 
4.1 LOGIC DISPLAY 
The DNS Programs have the potential capability of drawing out a display in single line 
format of any circuit of the model. This feature, coupled with the automatic malfunc- 
tion analysis (AMA), could rapidly provide an exact pictorial display of each circuit 
in the model that will affect a fault isolated by the AMA. This would provide the 
necessary documentation to analyze the problem and allow corrective action to be 
taken without reference to all the necessary schematics. 
0 
4.1.1 A s  an example: If DO 437 (Engine Stop Command) was initiated and a failure 
was indicated when DI 15 remained in its initial state of rcO, l l  research of at least two 
ESE schematics and one airborne schematic would be required. 
The DNS display could produce an uncluttered schematic in two formats. One 
is in the original format, but with all unnecessary circuitry removed as illustrated in 
Figure 3-7, and the other is in a simplified format as illustrated in Figure 3-8. The 
simplified format could be expanded to include pins and plugs as desired. In Fig- 
ure 3-8 only those pins and plugs are shown that are essential to accomplish circuit 
checks. 
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J22V 522 
6A4 
5A7 K440 5A7 
1 .. 21D1 J~I-BB JUG +21D121 
W K440 
5A7 5A7 K451 
400A12 552 
__.cI 
6A4*76A4 
+21D113 *--- 
5A7 K451 l lSW28 115A3 
A a - {'- = + - lDCOM 1 
J41g ' 5121 E d  
+1D111 
Eng 1 C-V Stop 
11 5A3 't 115W28 115A3 115A3 
a A A -  A 1 - lDCOM 
P 5P - E 16 " 5154 P5& - 
+1D11 
I EtA4 6A4 
A + - 0 327DI15 
i JlOL J13S 
I 
6A2 
e- - + - - DEE53 
J18H 
DS123 
400A12 
a - 1D1 &- -- - 
Figure 3-8. Example of simplified schematic from DNS Programs .  
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4.2 TEST PROCEDURE CHECKING 
Test Procedures are normally generated by the design group for a given network. 
Checkout begins with the sub-system test at the lowest possible level. In many cases 
the procedure is to activate a single input (Discrete Output, DO) and then check the 
net work operation. When using ATOLL procedures, the anticipated state of the 
Discrete Inputs (DI's) is loaded into the computer memory and a scan is initiated to 
check that the DI's do agree with their anticipated state. The listing of the anticipated 
state of the DI's for a given test is done by the test procedure writer and/or the design 
engineer. The accuracv of the DI list can be checked, or the information generated by 
use of the DNS model. One can simulate the results of the checkout procedure by in- 
serting the DO command into the model and listing the status of the DI's on the output. 
The list of DI's for each DO input can be compared to the checkout procedure prior to 
the first time the hardware is operated. 
4.3 DIGITAL EVENTS EVALUATOR PREDICTION ANALYSIS 
The Digital Events Evaluator (DEE-3) records on tape and prints out a history of all 
the DI's on the stage and in the ESE during any checkout operation. The analysis of 
the DI activities is a part of the post test analysis. Any unexpected results may indi- 
cate faulty operation of a component during the checkout operation. However, during 
the early part of a program there is no reference data to compare the printout of the 
DI's on DEE system, too. After running the model in the same mode as the various 
checkout procedures, the printout of the DI's states in the DNS model can be condensed 
and tabulated and used as a reference for checking the actual activities of the stage and 
ESE during checkout. If the number of tests or length of tests are excessive, both the 
DNS and DEE-3 output can be modified and recorded on tape. The analysis could then 
be performed by a computer in the checkout complex for future programs. 
e 
4.4 AUTOMATED MALFUNCTION ANALYSIS 
As  discussed in Chapter 3,  the insertions of component malfunctions into the DNS model 
produces data which is then compared to the normal system operation and summary 
information prepared. Additional studies of this technique have indicated that: (1) very 
large quantities of data are produced which must be digested and condensed, and, (2) 
for a large model the number of possible malfunctions and time parameters which must 
be analyzed makes the required computer time a prohibited factor for a complete anal- 
ysis .  This then requires engineering judgment to select the type of malfunction analy- 
sis to be performed. 
4.4.1 If malfunction analysis is to be used in support of checkout for launch opera- 
tions, the analysis must be related to the system status data immediately available. 
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For the checkout the status of the Discrete Inputs into the checkout computer gives an 
accurate representation of the system status. These DI's, in conjunction with the 
checkout program and program step number, will completely define the status of the 
stage under test, including the normal state of all the DI signals. Automatic Malfunc- 
tion Analysis allows one to generate the following information: If during any phase of 
the operation, a DI indicates an abnormal condition, either "Off" when it should be 
l'Onll o r  "On1' when it should be "Off," the analysis will list all single component 
failures or malfunctions that could cause the DI to be in  an abnormal condition. This 
information can be generated by the additional programs developed to work in conjunc- 
tion with the DNS Simulation Program. Feasibility studies have been accomplished 
and the pre-design of this program has already been completed. 
4 . 4 . 2  A s  an example: One output option from the Simulation Program generates a 
complete state list of all variables in the model every time any variable changes 
state. 
C HE CKOUT PROGRAM D 15 - 1 12 1 1 
STEP NO. 021025 
FROM A DNS OUTPUT A HYPOTHETICAL 
NORMAL STATE LIST WOULD BE 
DI 963 = 0 
A = O  
B = 1  
c = o  
D = 1  
E = O  
F = O  
The equation for DI 963 is: 
(1) DI.963 = (A * B) + (B * C * D) + E * F 
( 0 = ( 0 * 1 ) + ( 1 * 0 * 1 ) + 0 * 0 )  
If the question is now asked: The normal state of DI963 is "0." What abnormal con- 
dition (failure) could cause DI963 to have an abnormal indication, "l?" By inspection 
it can seem that if "A1' or lrC" equals "1" it will cause DI963 to become a TT1.'T 
This same analysis must then be conducted on TIA" and "C" and continued 
through the complete network. In this way a complete failure mode analysis can be 
conducted for the total system, based on the monitoring points available during check- 
out. There are similarities in the checkout procedures and many of the sub-systems 
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do not change state during a large portion of the procedures. Therefore, complete 
malfunction analysis can be made using this technique in a relatively few number of 
computer hours. 
4.4.3 The Automatic Malfunction Analysis and the condensing of the results into a 
format that can be used during stage checkout can be performed by the  IBM 7094 
computer by developing additional programs to work with the DNS Programs. In this 
way, complete malfunction isolation analysis can be made using the DNS model. One 
way to use the data generated by AMA would be to condense and store all the analysis 
on magnetic tape. This data would be correlated to the Discrete Input pattern that 
exists for each test program. 
One of the computers available at o r  near checkout complex could scan the 
actual status of the DI's in the checkout computer and search the information stored 
on tape for the DI pattern that matches the actual DI status in the checkout computer. 
The additional data on the tape would then list or display the possible causes of the 
indicated malfunction. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix A DNS Down Translation and Culling Program listing for S-IC 
Engine Cutoff System logic model. 
Appendix I3 DNS Preprocessor listing of logic equations, and Time Parameters. 
Appendix C DNS Preprocessor Editor Program listing for logic model. 
Appendix D DNS Simulation Program listing, Engines Running Condition. 
Appendix E DNS Simulation Program listing, Engine Cutoff. 
Appendix F DNS Simulation Program listing, Insertion of Component Mal- 
functions into S-IC Engine Cutoff System Model. 
NOTE 
Due to the specialized content and volume of the Appendices, only two copies 
were  produced. 
Copy One has been transmitted to: MSFC-R-QUAL-PS, Attention James H. 
Newton. 
Copy Two will be maintained by: 
Holiday Office Center , Huntsville , Alabama. 
General Dynamics/Convair, Suite 115, 
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